Kindergarten Supply List 2023-2004

Please note, if a name brand is requested that is because the off brands do not work well and are not worth your money!!! For safety, NO roller backpacks please! Please send items the first day of school.

4 boxes of 24 Crayola crayons (classic colors) (one per quarter)
2 boxes of washable Crayola markers (classic colors)
4 pkgs. of #2 pencils (10 or more) TICONDEROGA ONLY
12 large/jumbo glue sticks (solid)
1 pack of EXPO dry erase markers - 4 count - black only
2 Spiral notebook (70 pages)
2 packages Baby Wipes (70 or more)
4 rolls of paper towels
4 boxes of tissues - 175 or more
1 zippered pencil bag
2 (3) prong PLASTIC folders
1 set over the ear headphones - NOT ear buds
1 backpack (large enough for folders) - no wheels, please

2 writing journals - There are several acceptable brands of these journals. Please just make sure it is the kind where the top half of the page is blank and the bottom half is lined. And, please do NOT purchase these at The Dollar Store because the pages tear up the minute the kids start writing on them so they are not even worth a dollar!

2 writing tablets - Again, there are several acceptable brands, just please make sure that the ruling is at 5/8 or smaller and the bottom line is RED. This makes it SOO much easier for the students when they are learning handwriting.

Finally, in an effort to help your child begin to learn organizational skills, the Kindergarten teachers will be purchasing chair bags for the students. These chair bags will follow them into first grade. If you would like for your child to have a chair bag, please send in $15.00 during the first week of school. Thank you!

The Kindergarten Teachers